Quantum Chemical Strain Analysis For Mechanochemical Processes.
The use of mechanical force to initiate a chemical reaction is an efficient alternative to the conventional sources of activation energy, i.e., heat, light, and electricity. Applications of mechanochemistry in academic and industrial laboratories are diverse, ranging from chemical syntheses in ball mills and ultrasound baths to direct activation of covalent bonds using an atomic force microscope. The vectorial nature of force is advantageous because specific covalent bonds can be preconditioned for rupture by selective stretching. However, the influence of mechanical force on single molecules is still not understood at a fundamental level, which limits the applicability of mechanochemistry. As a result, many chemists still resort to rules of thumb when it comes to conducting mechanochemical syntheses. In this Account, we show that comprehension of mechanochemistry at the molecular level can be tremendously advanced by quantum chemistry, in particular by using quantum chemical force analysis tools. One such tool is the JEDI (Judgement of Energy DIstribution) analysis, which provides a convenient approach to analyze the distribution of strain energy in a mechanically deformed molecule. Based on the harmonic approximation, the strain energy contribution is calculated for each bond length, bond angle and dihedral angle, thus providing a comprehensive picture of how force affects molecules. This Account examines the theoretical foundations of quantum chemical force analysis and provides a critical overview of the performance of the JEDI analysis in various mechanochemical applications. We explain in detail how this analysis tool is to be used to identify the "force-bearing scaffold" of a distorted molecule, which allows both the rationalization and the optimization of diverse mechanochemical processes. More precisely, we show that the inclusion of every bond, bending and torsion of a molecule allows a particularly insightful discussion of the distribution of mechanical strain in deformed molecules. We illustrate the usefulness of the JEDI analysis by rationalizing the finding that a knot tremendously weakens a polymer strand via a "choking" motion of the torsions in the curved part of the knot, thus leading to facilitated bond rupture in the immediate vicinity of the knot. Moreover, we demonstrate that the JEDI analysis can be exploited to devise methods for the stabilization of inherently strained molecules. In addition to applications in the electronic ground state, the JEDI analysis can also be used in the electronically excited state to determine the mechanical energy that a molecular photoswitch can release into its environment during photoisomerization. This approach allows the quantification of the mechanical efficiency of a photoswitch, i.e., the part of the energy that becomes available for the motion into a specific direction, which enables us to judge whether a photoswitch is capable of performing a desired switching function.